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Russia Calls for International Probe into Biden’s Role in
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Did the United States intentionally damage
the Nord Stream pipeline? Russia thinks so.

U.S. legislators are trying to defend patients
against discriminatory vaccination policies.

Has the FBI been spying on U.S. citizens, and will their actions catch up with them?

Republicans are battling Democrats over China’s and Mexcio’s roles in the ongoing opioid crisis.

Legislators are introducing knee-jerk gun control bills to punish law-abiding citizens while criminals go
free.

Host Rebecca Terrell discusses the agenda behind these stories with commentator Daniel Natal.

Later in the show Dr. Duke Pesta joins us for a discussion of the failed Common Core agenda that is still
at work in public schools, along with the remedy of homeschool. Dr. Pesta is administrator of Freedom
Project Academy, an online homeschool organization dedicated to classical, godly curricula.

Rounding out today’s show is the important documentary “Overview of America.”

The New American TV is dedicated to bringing you the Truth Behind the News. Join us each weekday at
3:00 p.m. Eastern at wvwtv.com/live and at thenewamerican.com at 5 p.m. Eastern.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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